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Red Fern Grows Chapter Questions
Author biography, chapter summaries, discussion questions, vocabulary
builders, reproducibles, cross-curricular activities for students of all learning
styles for the novel Where the red fern grows by Wilson Rawls.
Don t miss one of America s top 100 most-loved novels, selected by PBS s
The Great American Read. This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart
Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of children's literature that is
"just about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a
full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. Some Pig.
Humble. Radiant. These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in
Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her feelings for a little pig
named Wilbur, who simply wants a friend. They also express the love of a girl
named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his litter. E.
B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship, love, life, and
death that will continue to be enjoyed by generations to come. It contains
illustrations by Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart
Little and Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, among many other books.
Whether enjoyed in the classroom or for homeschooling or independent
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reading, Charlotte's Web is a proven favorite.
Originally published in hardcover in 1972, A Day No Pigs Would Die was one of
the first young adult books, along with titles like The Outsiders and The
Chocolate War. In it, author Robert Newton Peck weaves a story of a Vermont
boyhood that is part fiction, part memoir. The result is a moving coming-of-age
story that still resonates with teens today.
LitPlan Teacher Packs have a foundation of materials for teaching works of
literature. Over one hundred pages including short answer study questions,
multiple choice quiz questions, discussion questions, writing assignments,
vocabulary worksheets, daily lessons, unit tests, games, puzzles, review
materials, bulletin board ideas, and much more.
The Armadillo from Amarillo
A Guide for Using Where the Red Fern Grows in the Classroom
Literature Circle Guide
White Fur Flying
Where the Red Fern GrowsLaurel Leaf
Helps kids respond to literature in small discussion groups!
Gary Paulsen has owned dozens of unforgettable and amazing dogs,
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and here are his favorites--one to a chapter. Among them are
Snowball, the puppy he owned as a boy in the Philippines; Ike, his
mysterious hunting companion; Electric Fred and his best friend, Pig;
Dirk, the grim protector; and Josh, one of the remarkable border
collies working on Paulsen's ranch today. My Life in Dog Years is a
book for every dog lover and every Paulsen fan--a perfect combination
that shows vividly the joy and wisdom that come from growing up with
man's best friend.
Only 13, John must track a deer in the Minnesota woods for his
family's winter meat, and in doing so finds himself drawn to the doe
he's been tracking and hating his role as hunter.
The Best Christmas Pageant Ever
Where the Red Fern Grows Comprehension Guide
Big Red
Summer of the Monkeys
The Dog Who Wouldn't Be
A riveting family saga, The Story of Edgar Sawtelle explores the deep and
ancient alliance between humans and dogs, and the power of fate through
one boy’s epic journey into the wild. Born mute, speaking only in sign,
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Edgar Sawtelle leads an idyllic life with his parents on their farm in remote
northern Wisconsin. For generations, the Sawtelles have raised and trained
a fictional breed of dog whose thoughtful companionship is epitomized by
Almondine, Edgar's lifelong companion. But with the unexpected return of
Claude, Edgar's uncle, turmoil consumes the Sawtelle's once-peaceful
home. When Edgar's father dies suddenly, Claude insinuates himself into
the life of the farm – and into Edgar's mother’s affections. Grief-stricken
and bewildered, Edgar tries to prove Claude played a role in his father's
death, but his plan backfires, spectacularly. Edgar flees into the vast
wilderness lying beyond the farm. He comes of age in the wild, fighting for
his survival and that of the three yearling dogs who follow him. But his
need to face his father’s murderer, and his devotion to the Sawtelle dogs,
turn Edgar ever homeward. Wroblewski is a master storyteller, and his
breathtaking scenes – the elemental north woods, the sweep of seasons, an
iconic American barn, a ghost made of falling rain – create a family saga
that is at once a brilliantly inventive retelling of Hamlet, an exploration of
the limits of language, and a compulsively readable modern classic.
Mattie, a shy fifth-grader, wants to hide out at her new school by acting as
apprentice to her Uncle Potluck, the custodian, but her plan falls apart
when she summons the courage to speak about what matters most and
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finds a true friend.
A textbook reader for young adults features "Where the Red Fern Grows"
by Wilson Rawls, plus short stories, poems, and essays designed to build
reading comprehension.
What do you do without your best friend? Jamie isn't afraid of anything.
Always ready to get into trouble, then right back out of it, he's a fun and
exasperating best friend. But when something terrible happens to Jamie,
his best friend has to face the tragedy alone. Without Jamie, there are so
many impossible questions to answer -- how can your best friend be gone
forever? How can some things, like playing games in the sun or the taste of
the blackberries that Jamie loved, go on without him?
Hound Dog True
LIT Guide
Because of Mister Terupt
Charlotte's Web
The Littles Give a Party
Teacher's guide based on Wilson Rawls's Where the red fern grows
includes essay and multiple choice questions, activities,
glossary, and answer key.
Pages perforated for removal and reproduction.
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A wandering armadillo sees some of the cities, historic sites,
geographic features, and wildlife of Texas.
Marty will do anything to save his new friend Shiloh in this
Newbery Medal–winning novel from Phillis Reynolds Naylor. When
Marty Preston comes across a young beagle in the hills behind
his home, it's love at first sight—and also big trouble. It
turns out the dog, which Marty names Shiloh, belongs to Judd
Travers, who drinks too much and has a gun—and abuses his dogs.
So when Shiloh runs away from Judd to Marty, Marty just has to
hide him and protect him from Judd. But Marty's secret becomes
too big for him to keep to himself, and it exposes his entire
family to Judd's anger. How far will Marty have to go to make
Shiloh his?
Based on the Novel Written by Wilson Rawls
Story of the Treasure Seekers Comprehension Guide
And Related Readings
A Day No Pigs Would Die
Teacher Guide
From the author of the beloved classic Where the Red Fern Grows comes
a timeless adventure about a boy who discovers a tree full of monkeys.
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The last thing fourteen-year-old Jay Berry Lee expects to find while
trekking through the Ozark Mountains of Oklahoma is a tree full of
monkeys. But then Jay learns from his grandpa that the monkeys have
escaped from a traveling circus, and there’s a big reward for the
person who finds and returns them. His family could really use the
money, so Jay sets off, determined to catch them. But by the end of
the summer, Jay will have learned a lot more than he bargained for—and
not just about monkeys. From the beloved author of Where the Red Fern
Grows comes another memorable adventure novel filled with heart,
humor, and excitement. Honors and Praise for Wilson Rawls’ Where the
Red Fern Grows: A School Library Journal Top 100 Children’s Novel An
NPR Must-Read for Kids Ages 9 to 14 Winner of 4 State Awards Over 7
million copies in print! “A rewarding book . . . [with] careful,
precise observation, all of it rightly phrased.” —The New York Times
Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . .
Any child who doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully
emotional book has missed out on an important piece of childhood for
the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of love
and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond between man and
man’s best friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but two,
dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up enough money for two pups
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to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t
matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam the hills of the
Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team in
the valley. Stories of their great achievements spread throughout the
region, and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains,
and Billy’s sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these
determined hunters—now friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out
of despair, and that the seeds of the future can come from the scars
of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s
Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for
Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million
copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New York Times Book Review “One
of the great classics of children’s literature . . . Any child who
doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has
missed out on an important piece of childhood for the last 40-plus
years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of love and adventure
you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of unadorned
naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling and
sentiment that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a
passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy and his
two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without getting a little
misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about it.”
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—Time on the film adaptation
Farely Mowat's best-loved book tells the splendidly entertaining story
of his boyhood on the Canadian prairies. Mutt's pedigree was
uncertain, but his madness was indisputable. He climbed tress and
ladders, rode passenger in an open car wearing goggles and displaying
hunting skills that bordered on sheer genius. He was a marvelous dog,
worthy of an unusual boy growing up in a raw, untamed wilderness.
A sad and silent nine-year-old boy finds his voice when he moves next
to a family that rescues dogs.
Tracker
Wish
What Comes Next
Where the Red Fern Grows Lit Link Gr. 4-6
A Taste of Blackberries

Twelve-year-old Thea, devastated after seeing her best
friend die, begins to open to the possibility of new
friendships and forgiveness, and comes to believe in what
cannot be fully explained.
Suggests activities to be used in the classroom to
accompany the reading of Where the red fern grows by Wilson
Rawls.
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A boy and an Irish setter wander over wilderness trails,
hunt together, and fight for their lives against a killer
bear.
In his endeavor to teach his human, Rae, about the power of
love over fear, wolfhound Dante simultaneously impacts the
lives of Rae's housekeeper, her therapist, two
veterinarians, anxiety-ridden actor Howard, fellow dog
Rose, and Stanley the cat. By the author of Cowboys Are My
Weakness. Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 30,000 first
printing.
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh
Literature in Teaching. Where the red fern grows
My Life in Dog Years
Where the Red Fern Grows
Shiloh
As Granny Little approaches her eightieth birthday, the Little family attempts to throw
her a Fourth of July birthday party that no one will ever forget.
In this imaginative adventure from Newbery Medal–winning author Beverly Cleary, a
young mouse named Ralph is thrown into a world of excitement when a boy and his shiny
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toy motorcycle check in to the Mountain View Inn. When the ever-curious Ralph spots
Keith's red toy motorcycle, he vows to ride it. So when Keith leaves the bike unattended in
his room one day, Ralph makes his move. But with all this freedom (and speed!) come a lot
of obstacles. Whether dodging a rowdy terrier or keeping his nosy cousins away from his
new wheels, Ralph has a lot going on! And with a pal like Keith always looking out for him,
there's nothing this little mouse can't handle. This timeless classic now features a foreword
written by New York Times bestselling author Kate DiCamillo, as well as an exclusive
interview with Beverly Cleary herself. The Mouse and the Motorcycle is perfect for
independent reading or for shared reading at home or in a classroom. This fun story is the
first of a trilogy, along with Runaway Ralph and Ralph S. Mouse, all inspired by the
author's hope to create appealing books for boys and girls—and by the sight of her son
playing with toy cars.
New friends and a mystery help Aven, thirteen, adjust to middle school and life at a dying
western theme park in a new state, where her being born armless presents many
challenges.
The best-selling rack edition of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe now has a movie
still cover and an eight-page movie still insert! "Excellent for Homeschool Use"
Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus
A Unit Plan
Sight Hound: A Novel
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Hideout (Swindle #5)
The Story of Edgar Sawtelle
The six mean Herdman kids lie, steal, smoke cigars (even the girls) and then become involved in the
community Christmas pageant.
This powerful Newbery-winning classic tells the story of the great coon dog Sounder and his family. An
African American boy and his family rarely have enough to eat. Each night, the boy's father takes their
dog, Sounder, out to look for food. The man grows more desperate by the day. When food suddenly
appears on the table one morning, it seems like a blessing. But the sheriff and his deputies are not far
behind. The ever-loyal Sounder remains determined to help the family he loves as hard times bear down.
This classic novel shows the courage, love, and faith that bind a family together despite the racism and
inhumanity they face in the nineteenth-century deep South. Readers who enjoy timeless dog stories such
as Old Yeller and Where the Red Fern Grows will find much to love in Sounder, even as they read
through tears at times.
An instant New York Times bestseller!? “Storytelling for young readers at its finest—equal parts summer
adventure and environmental suspense…[a] love letter to family, friendship, and the natural world.”
—Kwame Alexander, New York Times bestselling author of The Crossover From New York Times
bestselling author Mary Alice Monroe comes a beautiful story of friendship, loss, and the healing power
of nature in her first book for middle grade readers. Eleven-year-old Jake’s life has just turned upsidedown. His father was wounded in Afghanistan, and his mother is going to leave to care for him. That
means Jake’s spending the summer on tiny Dewees Island with his grandmother. The island is a nature
sanctuary—no cars or paved roads, no stores or restaurants. To make matters worse, Jake’s grandmother
doesn’t believe in cable or the internet. Which means Jake has no cell phone, no video games...and no
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friends. This is going to be the worst summer ever! He’s barely on the island before he befriends two
other kids—Macon, another “summer kid,” and Lovie, a know-it-all who lives there and shows both Jake
and Macon the ropes of life on the island. All three are struggling with their own family issues and they
quickly bond, going on adventures all over Dewees Island. Until one misadventure on an abandoned
boat leads to community service. Their punishment? Mandatory duty on the Island Turtle Team. The
kids must do a daily dawn patrol of the beach on the hunt for loggerhead sea turtle tracks. When a turtle
nest is threatened by coyotes, the three friends must find a way to protect it. Can they save the turtle nest
from predators? Can Jake’s growing love for the island and its inhabitants (be they two-legged, fourlegged, feathered, or finned) help to heal his father?
Some extraordinary rats come to the aid of a mouse family in this Newbery Medal Award–winning
classic by notable children’s author Robert C. O’Brien. Mrs. Frisby, a widowed mouse with four small
children, is faced with a terrible problem. She must move her family to their summer quarters
immediately, or face almost certain death. But her youngest son, Timothy, lies ill with pneumonia and
must not be moved. Fortunately, she encounters the rats of NIMH, an extraordinary breed of highly
intelligent creatures, who come up with a brilliant solution to her dilemma. And Mrs. Frisby in turn
renders them a great service.
A Guide for Using the Lion, the Witch & the Wardrobe in the Classroom
Where the Red Fern Grows, by Wilson Rawls
The Get Rich Quick Club
Sounder
The Islanders

HIDEOUT: a place to escape detection, especially when being chased by
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someone determined to have revenge. . . When Griffin Bing and his friends first
met Luthor, he was a vicious attack dog working for the slimy S. Wendell
Palomino - also known as Swindle. The kids rescued Luthor and never thought
they'd see Swindle again. But now Swindle's returned. And he wants his dog
back. Swindle has manipulated the law so that there's no way for Savannah
Drysdale to keep Luthor in her house. Before he can be taken away, they decide
to make him disappear - away from Swindle. Six kids. Three hideouts. One
extremely large dog. What could possibly go wrong?
We, the members of the Get Rich Quick Club, in order to form a more perfect
summer, vow that we will figure out a way to make a million dollars by
September. We agree that neither rain nor snow nor gloom of night will prevent
us from achieving our stated goal, till death do us part. Gina Tumolo and her Get
Rich Quick Club are determined to make their summer pay off. They're going to
make a pact and hatch a scheme, and their small-town life will never be the same
again.
First issued under title: A literature unit for Where the red fern grows.
Seven fifth-graders at Snow Hill School in Connecticut relate how their lives are
changed for the better by "rookie teacher" Mr. Terupt.
The Mouse and the Motorcycle
From award-winning author Barbara O'Connor comes a middle-grade
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novel about a girl who, with the help of the dog of her dreams,
discovers the true meaning of family.
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